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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1. REQUIRED EQUIPMENT:
The parts needed to recreate this application are as follows:
2 x Raspberry Pi Model 3 B/B+
- 1 x Raspberry Pi Model 3 running Home Assistant.
- 1 x Raspberry Pi Model 3 for Pure Audio Pi.
2 x Micro-SD card: capacity greater than 4GB is recommended
- 1 x SD card for Raspbian running Home Assistant.
- 1 x SD card for Raspbian for hosting Pure Audio Pi Trigger-Commands example.
1 x PureAudio™ Array Microphone Development Kit for Raspberry Pi 3.
2 x Ethernet Cable: This is for initial setup; this application can be configured to be
wireless. Making this wireless requires a few more steps. These
steps will be in the FAQ section of this document.
2 x micro-usb power cable: one with an in-line switch can be used but are not
necessary.
2 x micro-usb wall power supply: anyone capable of supplying 5 volts at 2.4 amps
will do.
OPTIONAL EQUIPTMENT:
2 x Raspberry Pi 3 B/B+ Case: This is completely optional. It can’t hurt and they are
relatively cheap to find. Some can even provide cooling for the
Raspberry Pi.
1 x micro-sd card reader: Depending on the computer being used to format the card,
you made need an external reader. Some computers come with
these built-in.

2. PURPOSE
This “tutorial” is going to taking a look at some sample code provided by Andrea
Electronics with their new PureAudio™ Raspberry Pi Maker Bundle. Ultimately, it will
guide anyone to configure the provided files to work as a voice-controlled home assistant.
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It will be limited in its current form, but it will be capable of controlling things via the
provided voice commands and MQTT.

2.1. BACKGROUND:
To start off let me introduce myself. My name is Brendon O’Halloran. I am
Electrical Engineer working as a consultant for Andrea Electronics Corporation.
Now that that is out of the way, let’s get down to business.
Andrea Electronics produces high-performance audio solutions ranging from
headsets to other high-performance audio equipment. Their software and hardware
can be found in a number of numerous vendors hardware such as Apple, HP, Asus,
etc.
That said, they are now looking to reach out to the makers of the world today with
a bundle consisting of their highly-acclaimed beam forming microphone associated
hardware (usb sound card) and their audio filtering software for the Raspberry Pi.
In this paper, the groundwork to incorporate these items, a Raspberry Pi, the
PAHO MQTT Client Library for C, Mosquitto MQTT Broker and Home Assistant
into a limited voice-controlled home automation controller will be explored.
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3. PROCEDURE
To get this up and running, the SD card which will house the entire OS and storage on. In
my implementation, SD Formatter and Etcher on Mac OS x. This said there are many
other alternatives that can be used to do this.
Now this can be achieved in one of two ways: All-in-One installer called “NOOBS” and
the Flashing the OS directly to the card route. The NOOBS route allows the user to plug a
micro-SD card with the NOOBS zip file contents extracted on it into a Raspberry Pi and
run through a UI guided install of various offered OS’s for the Raspberry Pi. That said,
this example will use Raspbian.

3.1 SD CARD FORMATTING:
3.1.1 Non-NOOBS installation of Raspbian
Procedure:
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1.

First off, go to Raspberry Pi organizations website
and download the latest Raspbian image
(https://www.raspberrypi.org/downloads/)

2.

Download a SD Formatter of user’s choice and
install it.
a.

Insert the SD card into your computer;
depending on the computer you may need a
USB dongle.

b.

Open the SD card formatting tool of choice;
SD formatter is being used in this example.

c.

Select the disk letter which represents the
micro-SD card the user chose to use.

d.

Give the SD card a name if desired in the
Volume label box in the UI and format the
micro SD card.

Figure 1. SD Formatter UI

3.
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Upon completion of the formatting of the micro-SD
card, open the SD card flashing tool of choice.
There are many out there - for this example Etcher
will be used.

Figure 2. Etcher Flasher UI
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a.

Navigate to where the user downloaded the
Raspbian zip file. This tutorial uses the
Raspbian lite distribution – this removes the
unnecessary items and has the user doing
things via terminal commands. Select this
file as the one to be flashed to the newly
formatted SD card.

b.

Next, select the drive letter of the micro SD
to be flashed.

c.

Lastly, flash the image to the SD card.

4.

From here, depending on what OS you are doing the
preliminary work for this install method, open a
notepad app. For this example, TextEdit will be
used since the preliminary work is being done on a
Mac. Open TextEdit and create a new document.
This will be the “SSH” file to allow the user to boot
into the pi without using a monitor and keyboard
attached to it.

5.

Save this newly created note file as “SSH” without
a file extension on the micro-SD card to use with
the Pi.
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▪

In windows, this can be done easily by selecting
All files “.” As the file type and removing any
extension appended on to the end of the file
name on the “Save as” prompt window.

▪

In Mac OS x, the user is forced to save the file
as some file extension depending on the
application used. For this, TextEdit was used the default file extension for TextEdit is “.rtf”. If
the default file extension is removed manually
from the file name, it still gets saved as “.rtf”.
To fix this, right click the “SSH” file and go to
the get info on the context menu. On the pop-up,
there will be a box with the file extension shown
– this is where to remove it entirely (See
pictures below for reference).

▪

This “SSH” file will execute on first start up
enabling the user to log into the pi with:
Username: Pi
Password: Raspberry

Figure 3. “Get Info” on Mac OS x right-click
context menu

Figure 4. “Name & Extension” box in the “Get info”
window
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3.1.1.

NOOBS Installation:

This method is a lot simpler and is done on the Raspberry Pi
itself.
1. Download the latest NOOBS installation zip from
the Raspberry Pi Organization’s website
(https://www.raspberrypi.org/downloads/)
a. Insert the SD card into your computer;
depending on the computer you may need a
USB dongle.
b. Open the SD card formatting tool of choice; SD
formatter is being used in this example (see
figure 1).
c. Select the disk letter which represents the
micro-SD card the user chose to use.
d. Give the SD card a name if desired in the
Volume label box in the UI and format the
micro SD card.
2. Upon completion of the formatting of the micro-SD
card, copy the contents of the zip folder.
3. Remove the micro-SD card and plug it into the Pure
Audio Pi.
4. Once it boots up, there will be a GUI to guide you
through the install of the OS (see the figure 5 below
for reference).
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Figure 5. NOOBS GUI
5. Check the box to install Raspbian and let it run through the
installation process.
6. Upon the completion of the install, the Pure Audio Pi will load
into raspi-config. Here the user can change the password from
the default username = pi password = raspberry. Also, the user
can enable SSH here.
7. On the raspi-config menu, scroll down to the Advanced options
menu. Once there, scroll to the option for SSH and enable it.
Now the user can remotely access the Raspberry Pi.
8. Before anything can be done on the Raspberry Pi, the user must
determine the ip address of the Raspberry Pi. This can be done
by logging into the user’s router through the default means and
looking at the list of devices connected to it.
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3.2 PURE AUDIO PI SETUP:
1.

Once the Pure Audio Pi ip is potentially determined, verify the
address of the pi by looking at the list of devices connected to the
router, unplugging it, reconnect it and verify the potential ip
disappeared (after disconnection of the ethernet cable) and
reappeared (after reconnection of the ethernet cable). Take note
of the ip and move on to the next step.

2.

Using any SSH utility – this example uses the terminal on Mac
OS x – SSH into the pi using this command:
ssh pi@<insert_ip_address_of_PureAudioPi_Here>

3.

Before moving forward with this tutorial, typer the following
command into the terminal:
sudo nano /etc/dhcpcd.conf
a. While in the nano editor, add the next few lines at the
bottom of the file:
interface eth0
static_ip: <insert_the_ip_of_your_pi>
then press control + x, type ‘y’ and enter.
b. Upon exit of nano, issue “sudo reboot” for the static ip to
take effect.

4.

After using either one of these options to install Raspbian, in
terminal use the commands below:
sudo apt-get update && sudo apt-get dist-upgrade

These commands: 1. download the package lists from the repositories and
"updates" them to get information on the newest versions of packages and
their dependencies. 2. fetch new versions of packages existing on the
machine if APT knows about these new versions and intelligently handles
dependencies.
5.
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Once Raspbian runs through its updates, the Paho MQTT Client
library for C programming needs compilation and installation as
a shared library. To start this process, the cmake, make, gcc and

libssl-dev packages must be installed by issuing the following
command:
sudo apt-get install git cmake make gcc libssl-dev
6.

After successful installation of those packages, the git repository
for the MQTT library needs cloning, and building and
installation as a shared library in Raspbian’s local lib database.
This is done through the following commands:
sudo mkdir ~/home/pi/git && cd ~/git
sudo Git clone
https://github.com/eclipse/paho.mqtt.c.git
cd paho.mqtt.c
sudo cmake –DPAHO_BUILD_STATIC=FALSE –
DPAHO_BUILD_SAMPLES=TRUE –
DPAHO_WITH_SSL=TRUE
make
sudo make install

Now the Paho MQTT C Client library is capable of use in any program written to
use it on the pi.
7.

Next step is the user has to install the SDK dependencies. First,
install asound2 and port audio libraries. This is documented in
the SDK readme; however, these are the commands to do this:
sudo apt-get install libasound2 libsound2-dev
git clone https://git.assembla.com/portaudio.git
./configure
make
sudo make install
sudo ldconfig

8.

Following the installment of the asound2 and portaudio libraries,
the usb library is next to be installed. To do this, use this
command:
sudo apt-get install libusb-1.0-0-dev

9.

After completing the installation of the dependencies, the user
must open alsamixer via the following command:
sudo alsamixer
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This opens the alsamixer ui in the terminal. Here the user must:
1) Select the sound card to be “Andrea PureAudio” (see figure 6).
2) Adjust the gain for the microphone to the maximum (see figure 7).

Figure 6. Alsamixer GUI
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Figure 7. Andrea Pure Audio Gain Adjustments
10. Having completed adjust the gain settings for the microphone,
open another ssh terminal connection to the Raspberry Pi you are
working on and type the following command:
sudo alsactl store
Doing this stores the alsamixer settings that were just adjusted in a file that gets
loaded each time the Raspberry Pi reboots.
11. The next step is to setup a SAMBA share location on the pi. To
do this, type these commands into the SSH terminal:
sudo apt-get install samba-common-bin
sudo mkdir -m 1777 /share
sudo cp /etc/samba/smb.conf /etc/samba/smb.conf.old
sudo nano /etc/samba/smb.conf
in the smb.conf file, add the following lines to the bottom of the
file:
[share]
Comment = Pi shared folder
Path = /share
Browseable = yes
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Writeable = yes
only guest = no
create mask = 0777
directory mask = 0777
Public = yes
Guest ok = yes
These lines allow the shared folder to
a. Be visible to other systems on the network.
b. Be readable and writeable to other systems on the network.
12. Once the user is done modifying the file, press control + ‘x’, type
‘y’ and press enter. This will save the changes to the file.
13. After that, issue this command in the SSH terminal:
sudo smbpasswd -a pi
Now, the user is going to be prompt to create a password for samba. After this is
done, issues the following command to have the SAMBA share to restart on
startup:
sudo /etc/init.d/samba restart
14. As a part of the purchase of the Raspberry Pi bundle from
Andrea, the user should have received a code/link to download
the SDK. Use the link to download the SDK on the remote
computer (the one being used to SSH into the Raspberry Pi) and
extract it where it is.
15. Once it is done, open it in a programming editing app of choice.
In this example, Atom will be used on mac os. Navigate to the
“examples/trigger-commands” on the external computer (for this
example is a macbook with atom) and open it. Here there will
need to be some things added to the code to allow it to
communicate with a MQTT broker running on the home
automation server.
16. Looking at the code, the user needs to add the following line
between the “#include AEPureAudioPi.h” line and “enum
command codes{“ line:
//This includes the Paho MQTT Client lib to allow
// us to create a MQTT client object
#include "MQTTClient.h"
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#define MQTTVERSION_3_1_1 4
//Defines the address of our home assistant instance
// this can be applied to other open-source home automation software
#define ADDRESS "tcp://<insert_ip_address_of_HA_Server:1883"
//Defines the ID of the BlueGenie client being created in this example
#define CLIENTID "VCA_Dev"
//QoS - Quality of service; tells mqtt what level of
// agreement between the sender/receiver to use
// regarding the delivery of a message
#define QoS 1
//Timeout determines how long a connection takes before
// while waiting to receive a message or ping
#define TIMEOUT 10000L
a. In the beginning of “int main()” loop, the user must insert
the following lines of code:
//This is solely for this tutorial; if there are commands/actions
// for the other commands this can be left out
int mStat;
//This is string of characters to use for the TOPIC
char* TOPIC;
//This defines the payload of the publish method
char* PAYLOAD;
//This is lines create a client object using parameters defined by
// the user in the global namespace - #define section in the beginning
// of this program
MQTTClient client;
MQTTClient_connectOptions conn_opts =
MQTTClient_connectOptions_initializer;
//This line initializes the message forming formatting methods in the
// MQTTClient library
MQTTClient_message pubmsg = MQTTClient_message_initializer;
//This lets the user know that the published message was delivered to the
// receiving mqtt broker
MQTTClient_deliveryToken token;
//Integer representing the connection status of the remote client - Connected,
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// not connected failed
int rc;
//Creates our client for communication with remote client
MQTTClient_create(&client, ADDRESS, CLIENTID,
MQTTCLIENT_PERSISTENCE_NONE, NULL);
//keepAliveInterval tells the mqtt-enabled application, in seconds, how long
// to wait should a server/remote client become unavailable
conn_opts.keepAliveInterval = 20;
//Cleansession determines the behaviour of the server and client (this pi)
// at the times of connection and disconnection
conn_opts.cleansession = 0;
**conn_opts.username = "<insert_username_of_mosquitto_client>";
**conn_opts.password = "<insert_password_of_mosquitto_client>";
//Attempt connection to remote MQTT Client; should it fail rc will not be '0'
// it can be '-1' for failure, '-3' for disconnected and few others. Refer
// to Paho Eclipse MQTT Client C library documentation for more reference
if ((rc = MQTTClient_connect(client, &conn_opts)) !=
MQTTCLIENT_SUCCESS)
{
printf("Failed to connect, return code %d\n", rc);
exit(EXIT_FAILURE);
}
**Note: it is up to the user to create the MQTT username and password. The process to
do this is addressed later on in this document.
b. In the “switch(g_commandDetected)” section of the
example code, add these following lines under the “case
LIGHTS_ON:” and. “case LIGHTS_OFF:”, respectively:
case CMD_LIGHTS_ON:
// CMD_LIGHTS_ON - do something
TOPIC = "<Insert_User_defined_LVL1>/switch";
PAYLOAD = "ON";
mStat = 1;
break;
case CMD_LIGHTS_OFF:
// CMD_LIGHTS_OFF - do something
TOPIC = "<Insert_User_defined_LVL1>/switch";
PAYLOAD = "OFF";
mStat = 1;
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break;
The “<LVL1>/switch” is the command topic that will be sent to the MQTT broker on the
home automation server. The broker will receive the command message consisting of the
user-defined topic and payload and forward it to the home automation software. Then
home automation software will then take the topic and issue a service command to turn
on or off the light based on the payload. This will be touched on later once an automation
is defined in the home assistant software.
c. After the end of the case statement, insert the following
lines:
if(mStat == 1)
{
pubmsg.payload = PAYLOAD;
pubmsg.payloadlen = strlen(PAYLOAD);
pubmsg.qos = QoS;
pubmsg.retained = 1;
MQTTClient_publishMessage(client, TOPIC, &pubmsg, &token);
printf("Waiting for up to %d seconds for publication of %s'\n'"
"on topic %s for client with ClientID: %s'\n'",
(int)(TIMEOUT/1000), PAYLOAD, TOPIC, CLIENTID);
rc = MQTTClient_waitForCompletion(client, token, TIMEOUT);
printf("Message with delivery token %d delivered \n", token);
}
These lines setup the MQTT Client command transmission based off of the connection
options defined earlier in the beginning of the “int main()” loop, the topic and payloads
just defined depending on the detected command.
d. After the “g_commandDetcted = 0” line, insert the
following line:
mStat = 0;
e. After the “usleep(4000);” line, insert the following line:
MQTTClient_yield();
This line tells the MQTT client library to process message retries (if necessary) and send
keep alive pings.

17. Once this is done, save the modified trigger-commands.c file to
the example folder of the extracted PureAudioPi bundle on the
external computer. Then, move the folder to the SAMBA share
folder from the external computer.
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18. On the Pure Audio Pi, copy the PureAudioPi folder containing
the modified from the shared folder of the Raspberry Pi to the
home folder of the Pure Audio Pi:
sudo cp /share/PureAudioPi /home/
19. Next, navigate to the trigger-commands example folder on the
Pure Audio Pi:
cd /home/PureAudioPi/examples/trigger-commands
20. Once there, use nano to edit the makefile:
sudo nano makefile
In the makefile add at the end of the second line:
“ -lpaho-mqtt3cs”
Press control + X, type ‘y’ and press enter to save these modifications.
The process continues on the Home Automation Pi.
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3.3 HOME AUTOMATION PI
SETUP:
Up till this point, the user has been working on the Raspberry Pi that is going to be used
for hosting the trigger-commands application. The next steps are to setup the home
automation hosting Raspberry Pi. This tutorial will not go into the initial setup of the
home automation software (home assistant in this example). To do this, please refer to
home-assistant.io “Getting Started” Section.
1.

First step is to open a second SSH terminal and SSH into the pi
running the home automation software and retrieve it’s static ip
address. To do this, issue the following command in the SSH
terminal (see figure 8).
ifconfig

Figure 8. Example Output of ifconfig command
From the output, the eth0 inet addr is the line the user will look to get their ip address of
the pi. Once retrieved, take note of it. It will be needed in the example trigger-commands
program for the MQTT communication.
2.
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Next, Mosquitto and Mosquitto-clients need to be installed on
the home automation pi. Mosquitto is the MQTT broker which
will decipher the command messages from the Pure Audio Pi and

send it to the home automation software. Mosquitto-clients is
software that will allow us to make sure that the messages are
getting transmitted to the Home Automation Pi. To do this, issue
these commands in the Home Automation Pi terminal window:
sudo apt-get update && sudo apt-get dist-upgrade
sudo apt-get install mosquitto mosquitto-clients
3.

From here, copy the “mosquitto.conf” file to the mosquitto folder
on the home automation Raspberry Pi by issuing the following
commands (the command below is one line):
sudo cp
/usr/share/doc/mosquitto/examples/mosquitto.conf
/etc/mosquitto

4.

Then, open it in nano to configure the broker for the purposes of
this tutorial:
sudo nano /etc/mosquitto/mosquitto.conf
a. use control + w to look for “allow_anonymous” in the file
and remove the ‘#’ symbol in front of it to enable the
option in the configuration file.
b. Next, use the same keyboard shortcut to look for
“password_file /etc/mosquitto/pwfile” and remove the ‘#’
symbol in front of it to enable the option in the
configuration file.
c. Do this action one more time – looking for “listener 1883”
and remove the ‘#’ symbol in front of it to enable the
option in the configuration file.
d. Lastly, press control + x, type ‘y’ and then press enter to
save this newly modified file.

5.

After modifying the Mosquitto configuration file, a password file
must be created. To do this, issue the following command in the
home automation terminal (the command below is one line):
sudo mosquitto_passwd -c /etc/mosquitto/pwfile
username
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The user will then be prompted to create a user name and password. The
command will take care of creating a passwd file that the conf file will use for
communication between clients. Take note of what they are for use later when
creating these. The username and password will be needed to test the broker
was setup correctly and to being included in the trigger-commands example
program for communication.
6.

Now type the following command into the first home automation
pi terminal (the command below is one line):
mosquitto_sub -d -u <insert_username> -P
<insert_password> -t "dev/test"

7.

Then, go ahead and open another terminal and SSH into the
home automation pi again. Once remoted into this pi again, issue
this command:
mosquitto_pub -d -u <insert_username> -P
<insert_password> -t "dev/test" -m "Hello world"

In the first terminal window connected to the home automation pi, the

published message from the second terminal window should show up – if
everything worked (see figure 9).
Figure 9. Mosquitto Test Message Transmission on the Home Automation
Raspberry Pi
Once the communication is proven, close the second terminal window to
reduce clutter on screen.
8.

With Mosquitto working, next the home automation
configuration file and automation file must be modified to
incorporate MQTT. To start this process, issue the following
commands in the first terminal for the home automation pi:
cd /home/homeassistant/.homeassistant/
sudo nano configuration.yaml
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Scroll to the bottom of this file and add these lines:
mqtt:
broker: <insert_HA_Pi_ip_address>
port: 1883
protocol: 3.1.1
client_id: home-assistant-1
keepalive: 30
username: <insert_mosquitto_username>
password: <insert_mosquitto_password>

Press control + X, type ‘y’ and press enter to save these
modifications. Then, restart home assistant by issuing:
sudo reboot
The connection in both terminals connected to the Home Automation Pi will
terminate. Use the first terminal to reconnect to the Home Automation pi. Use the
second one to connect to the Pure Audio Pi.
9.

To test that home assistant and mqtt are communicating, in the
Home Automation Pi terminal window issue the mosquitto_sub
command (the command below is one line):
mosquitto_sub -d -u <insert_username> -P
<insert_password> -t "dev/test"

10. Next go to your web browser and log into the home assistant
interface (see figure 10).
a. Navigate to the services tab on the left side of the screen.
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Figure 10. Home Assistant Web GUI – Services Tab Location
b. In the services box, select mqtt.publish
c. In the service data box, paste the following:
{
"topic": "dev/test",
"payload": "Hello World"
}
d. Lastly, hit the “call service” button on that page. If
configured properly, the message will show up in the
second terminal window (see figure 11).
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Figure 11. Home Assistant mqtt.publish dev test success
11. Once completing the Mosquitto setup and communication
testing, there must be an automation.yaml file modified/created
(if it doesn’t already exist). To do this, type the following
command into the first home automation pi terminal window:
sudo nano
/home/homeassistant/.homeassistant/automations.yaml
a. While in this file, add the lines below:
- alias: 'Lamp On'
initial_state: true
trigger:
- platform: mqtt
topic: <Insert_User_defined_LVL1>/switch
payload: 'ON'
action:
- service: homeassistant.turn_on
entity_id:
<insert_entity_id_of_installed_light_component>
- alias: 'Lamp Off'
initial_state: true
trigger:
- platform: mqtt
topic: <Insert_User_defined_LVL1>/switch
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payload: 'OFF'
action:
- service: homeassistant.turn_off
entity_id:
<insert_entity_id_of_installed_light_component>
*Make sure to take note of the topic the user created for the command. This will
need to be added to the trigger-commands.c file on the Pure Audio Pi – as this
will tell home assistant what to trigger from the received MQTT message.

b. Press control + X, type ‘y’ and press enter to save these
modifications. Then, restart home assistant.
As of this steps completion, everything is in place to test out the MQTT-Enabled TriggerCommands example.

3.4 MQTT TRIGGERCOMMAND TEST:
Everything necessary for the Trigger-Commands example to connect and communicate
with Home Assistant should now be in place.
1.

To test that the modified trigger-command example program
works, go into the terminal connected to the Pure Audio Pi and
navigate to the trigger-command directory:
cd /home/PureAudioPi/examples/trigger-commands/

2.

Once there, issue the following commands (as per described in the
readme file in the PureAudioPi parent folder):
./copyHome2Commands

3.

Next, issue the make command:
sudo make

If everything in the code is formatted properly (correct indents, semi-colons at the end of
the lines added to the example, etc.), it will be ready to test.
If something is incorrect, use nano to check the formatting of the MQTT code to the
example:
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sudo nano trigger-commands.c
4.

Last thing to do is test the program with the modifications. Before
doing initializing the example on the Pure Audio Pi, go to the terminal
window still connected to the Home Automation Pi. Issue the
following command (this command is one line):
mosquitto_sub -d -u <insert_username> -P
<insert_password> -t "<LVL 1>/switch"
a. Then, go back to the Pure Audio Pi terminal and issue the typical
commands as per defined in the example folder’s readme.txt:
./trigger-commands -bn4
b. Now try issuing the “turn the light on” or “turn off the light”
command by saying “Hello BlueGenie” followed by either of
these commands.
c. If it worked, in the Home Automation Pi terminal window a new
command should have been received by the Mosquitto client.
Following that the light controlled by home assistant should have
turn on or off (see figure 12 and 13).

Figure 12. BlueGenie -> Home Assistant ->“Light On”
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Figure 13. BlueGenie -> Home Assistant ->“Light off”
If all worked according to the programming,
-

The Pure Audio Pi “Trigger-Commands” example will have sent a “Light on” or “Light
off” command to the Home Automation Pi.

-

The Mosquitto MQTT Broker on the Home Automation Pi will have issued the command
from the received message to Home Assistant.

-

Home Assistant will have acted accordingly upon received the command. Thus, proving the
use of the Pure Audio Pi™ SDK.

If the example did not work,
-

Go back through the trigger-command.c file and check the lines of the program for any
errors – missing semi-colons, mistyped/misspelled variable names, etc.

-

Make sure “ -lpaho-mqtt3cs” is added the end of the second line of the trigger-

commands makefile.
-

Go back and verify all of the configuration files modified in this tutorial were properly
modified.

-

In the Home Assistant yaml files, make sure they follow the proper formats. YAML files
are very picky when it comes to formatting code entries.

-

Verify the formatting of the configuration files for Moqsuitto, smb.conf
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-

If running the trigger-commands example returns an “AndreaUSB card is not found” error,
try reinstalling the asound2 and port audio libraries. In testing, I ran into this error. Turns
out it didn’t install properly on my Raspberry Pi.

4 RESULTS/ DISCUSSIONS:
In testing, various tests were running to see what sort of environments this application
could working. The distance the SDK would pick up the hot phrase “Hello Blue Genie”,
and the associated commands. The distance at which it would still recognize commands
was quite reasonable. I found that from twenty feet away, the Pure Audio Pi could readily
pick up the hot word and commands. It worked well even when partially covered (a
notebook laid over it, touching the table at a point) and with music playing loudly in the
room.
This SDK is definitely a useful tool for makers looking to incorporate high-fidelity voice
commands into their application. The user will have to be resourceful to find ways to
modify the commands. For example, the commands currently are limited to what is
supplied. I spoke with the software engineer who wrote the SDK and he stated that there
is a method to change the commands to be specific to a user’s needs. However, the
method of doing this is not great and makes it so that the maker is the only one capable of
issuing commands. It is unclear how to modify the commands, but a good place to start
would be Sensory’s website/documentation. Depending on what the maker is looking to
do with the SDK, it may or may not be an issue. Even with this quirk, it is still a great
tool for makers to have access to.
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